
Magnaglide Troubleshooting Flow Chart For Door In UP Position
Does the door close?

Yes, the door closes, but
it jerks or sticks at certain

points.

No

Clean the cylinder by
pouring some light oil

on a rag to remove any 
chemical buildup that

could cause the door to
stick.  Does the door run

smooth?

NoYes

Drain air and disconnect
door from the operator.
Turn air back on and try

running the cylinder without
the door.  Does the cyinder

run smooth by itself?

NoYes

Check the door
for any problems.

Are there any dents
or scratches on the

cylinder?

NoYes

Replace CarriageReplace Complete
Cylinder

Yes

When you push the down
button, does the air valve

switch?

NoYes

Is their constant
exhaust air coming out

of the flow controls on the
left side of the control box?

Check control box to
make sure the flow controls
are open and not clogged.
Check signals coming into

control box from wash to make
sure they are not sending a

constant down signal.
NoYes

Temporarily kink off
one of the airlines running

from the control box to 
the cylinder. Does the

air stop leaking out the
flow control when you

do so?

NoYes

Turn off air and remove
airline at rear of cylinder. Pour

10" of 30 weight oil into
each airline.  Reattach airline

and run cylinder up and down
at least two times.  Does the

air stop leaking from the
flow control?

Replace Valve
in Control Box.

Replace Complete 
Cylinder

Everything should
 be ok.

NoYes

Drain air and disconnect
door from the operator.
Turn air back on and try

running the cylinder without
the door.  Does the cyinder

run smooth by itself?

NoYes

Check the door
for any problems.

Drain air and try
to move carriage
by hand. Does it

move easily?

NoYes

Are there any dents
or scratches on the

cylinder?

NoYes

Replace CarriageReplace Complete
Cylinder

When trying to run
door up and down
do you hear piston

moving without the
carriage?

NoYes

See carriage
recoupling

instructions.

Disconnect down (rear) airline
from the cylinder.

Is there air pressure
to that airline

NoYes

Replace Complete
Cylinder

Check Control
Box

Open flow controls
on the left side of
control box.  Does

opener run smooth?

NoYes


